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Introducing the first patented,
fully demountable acrylic
showcase system in the world.

Uniquely German.
The Smithsonian
Washington D.C.

British Museum
London

Palazzo Ducale
Venice

Hôtel National des Invalides
Paris

Bundestag
Berlin

There is a reason why frank showcase systems stand in the most prestigious
museums in the world, holding the most valuable and treasured objects in our collective
history… because Frank is the best acrylic showcase system in the world.

> Patented, German engineered system

> Virtually no tools necessary

> So precisely milled, cases are airtight
without seals

> Minimalist aesthetic with flushmounted profiles

> Simple assembly and disassembly

Larger than Life.
Create dramatic displays
as far as the eye can
see with cases larger than
you’ve ever imagined.
more affordable than any glass equivalent

Uniquely better than glass.
better than glass

better than glass

when planning your exhibition

during handling and installation

> More affordable than equivalent
glass cases

> Considerably lighter, stronger and
more durable

> Fully demountable, ships flat & lighter 		
for reduced transport costs

> Install on-site with no training required

> No size limitations
> Produced in weeks, not months

> No glue or seals necessary
> Perfect for traveling exhibits
> Reduced storage footprint
> Single panel replacement

better than glass
when showcasing your collections
> Fully demountable
> Higher clarity and completely colorless
> Easily remove a single panel for access
> Completely dust free with minimal
air exchange
> Solvent & formaldehyde free for
zero emissions
> UV-filtering acrylic available for the
highest level of protection

Uniquely flexible and
affordable.
flexible
> Risk of breakage is low with
shatterproof acrylic
> Replace single panels as needed to
increase longevity
> Versatile styles and options to work
in any display
> Lighter for easy maneuverability

affordable
> Nearly half the price of glass showcases
> Larger cases are more accessible to
smaller budgets
> Disassemble, store and reuse again
and again
> Lighter for reduced transport costs
> Replace a single panel with colored acrylic
to create a new aesthetic

Flawless Flexibility.
If you can think it, Frank
can do it. This system can
accommodate every one
of your showcase needs.
freestanding | wall | table | pedestal

Uniquely accessible, yet
secure.
accessibility

security

> Simply remove a panel to access
your entire display area

> No visible access point

> Easily maneuver on-site into any room
> Fully demountable for storage
and transportation
> Simple assembly

> Acrylic is strong and shatterproof
> Precision extrusions cannot
be penetrated
> Patented system locks panels in place

Change is Good.
It’s never been so simple
to set up, adjust or
refresh an entire display,
no matter the size.
single panel access makes it possible
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One system, endless possibilities.

Shop now at Gaylord.com/Frank
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Assembly is simple with well
designed componentry.

Integrated top plate in acrylic
available in clear or satin
Top frame in 20mm aluminum
with satin silver finish

Top Frame
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FRANK Showcase System acrylic vitrine
several thicknesses available in clear or colored acrylic
Security Corners & Key
Extrusions
Possible configurations are endless

High-Clarity Cast Acrylic
Available in UV-filtering
Antistatic with proper maintenance over time
30-Year No-Yellowing Guarantee

Satin top plate diffuses overhead lighting
to beautifully highlight the interior objects

Extrusions in 8mm aluminum
with satin silver finish

Integrated floor plate in rigid aluminum
with grey finish
Base frame in 40mm aluminum
with satin silver finish
Optional Flight Case
Perfect for traveling exhibits
and compact storage

Floor Plate | Base Frame | Adjustable Feet
Available with environmental control

Adjustable feet in 8–18mm
for initial case leveling

Use your imagination with FRANK.
Create a 5- or 6-sided showcase, build
a platform into your case, strategically
plan your case access and more. Take
advantage of all that this incredible system
has to offer!

There are only three manufacturers of the
FRANK SHOWCASE SYSTEM in the world...
and we are proud to be one of them.
Let’s get started!
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